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SIPROTEC GmbH, Innovation and development of Siemens' electric power substation automation, Power plant automation
and substation automation systems, is the leading vendor for the software component “SCADA” (Supervisory control and
data acquisition) for power system applications. The Software is available for download free of charge from the SIPROTEC

website. The Software offers smart modular SCL (substation configuration description language) implementation of IEC
61850 and SCL is embedded in the Software. SIPROTEC has released a new SCL version without any major announcement.

At least at the time this article was written, there was no official announcement on the SIPROTEC website. Regardless of
this, the new SCL version is already available and at least the new files can be downloaded from the manufacturer's

download area. The new SCL version is version 2.9.1. SIPROTEC has released a new version of the TIA Portal distribution
without any major announcement. At least at the time this article was written, there was no official announcement on the
SIPROTEC website. Regardless of this, the new version is already available and at least the new files can be downloaded
from the manufacturer's download area. Siemens Digsi 5 combines all the benefits of modern technology into a simple,

easy-to-use product - both in the physical and logical sense. The more than 70 standard test sequences, the DIGSI 5
software and the DIGSI 5 keypad can all be operated as if the user is touching the device directly. The user can create and
save his own settings for individual devices and even large groups of devices, and can then transfer them to the device via
USB to ensure a safe and secured operation. Simultaneously, it provides the user with all of the information necessary for

easy, reliable operation.
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